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have a table with two columns: The first is a type bit and the second is a string. I want to know what is the binary representation

of the second column. The first column is an IDENTITY, it changes every insert or update. So far I've tried this: SELECT
CAST(BINARY_LENGTH('a') * CAST(CAST('a' AS BINARY(2)) AS INT) AS NVARCHAR(max)) but it only returns 1. I
don't know how to convert this to a decimal, I believe I need to use BITWIDTH() or something like that. A: You may use lpad

with bitwidth, but it seems you will want to use bitlength instead of binary_length: SELECT CAST(bitlength('a') / 8 AS
NVARCHAR(max)) Result: | CAST(bitlength('a') / 8 AS NVARCHAR(max)) | | ---------------------------------------- | | '4' | Demo

on SQLFiddle: bitlength function Wexford, New York Wexford is a town in Genesee County, New York, United States. The
population was 1,788 at the 2010 census. The town is in the southeast corner of the county and is northwest of Rochester.

History The town was established in 1833 from part of the town of Bath. The town is named after Wexford, Ireland. Geography
According to the United States Census Bureau, the town has a total area of, of which is land and, or 0.28%, is water. The

southern border of the town follows the center line of the Genesee River, which is also the border of Ontario. The western
border follows the center line of Rochester Creek. US Route 20 (Main Street) is a north-south highway along the western edge

of the town. New York State Route 89 (Wisniwa Avenue) crosses the town along the border with Ontario. 520fdb1ae7
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